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Gamified classroom concepts
Angel Marchev, Jr.



Angel Marchev 2.0, PhD
prof. Angel Marchev Jr. PhD considers himself a fusion of thought explorer and a digital native. He is also a coeval and a very good friend to the personal 

computer for the last four decades. He has been educated by computer games since the age of four. 

Angel has graduated in finance at the University for National and World Economy as a merit student. He later finished master degree in corporate finance at the 
Burgas Free University. He pursued a career as a Bank analyst but found it is too formalistic and not enough challenging. 

Marchev Jr. has at least ten generations of professors in his genealogy, and it was only natural to choose the same career. By the time he finished high school he 
already participated as Instructor for various courses. Since then, and has excelled at implementing active methods in all of them. Practically 100% of his 
classes are either interactive or games. He has more than 20 years of teaching experience implementing active methods of learning at UNWE, Sofia 
University, BFU, etc.:

*Principles of management

*Management decisions and risk

*Research methods in business

*Business games in management

*Financial markets and instruments

*Forecasting and modeling

*Artificial intelligence

He is a Ph.D. at implementation of computer simulation and modeling in investment portfolio theory. He has specialized in risk theory at a summer institute, 
organized by European mathematical society. He is also a certified SME consultant by the Instiituut voor het Midden en Kleinbdrijf.

Angel Marchev, Jr. has more  than 50 publications. His academic interests include cybernetics, systems theory, computer simulation, simulation and gaming, 
principles of self-organization, investment portfolios, adaptive algorithms, forecasting methods among other.

He has earned valuable international experience while teaching in several prestigious Erasmus Programs (on Project management; on Supply chain 
management; on Financial management) where he has always received the positive feedback (in any meaning) from the students and from the participating 
teaching stuff.

He is member of:

*IEEE Young Professionals – Bulgaria (founder)

*Financial engineering solutions (founder)

*Bulgarian academic simulations and gaming association (founder)

*Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (SMC; CSS; CIS)

*Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

*Data Science Society



Angel Marchev 1.0
• Angel Marchev, Sr. is one of the pioneers of implementing computer 

business games and active methods in education for adults in Bulgaria. 
Over the last 40 years he has educated more than thirty thousand 
students and managers using over hundred and twenty CMG and other 
active methods in his courses. He teaches courses such as “Simulation 
and gaming in management”, “Business games”, “Computer simulation 
and forecasting”, “Financial modeling in management” 
and „Fundamentals of Management I: Cybernetics and systems 
theory” at the University for National and World Economy and Burgas
Free University among several others business schools and collages in 
Bulgaria and at University of Hasselt, University of Slough, and London 
Guildhall University among others abroad.

• By using games he has trained a spectrum of Bulgarian business leaders 
starting with his assignment at the Center for training management 
resources throughout the 1970’s. In the last 20 years he has started his 
own consultancy business providing training for various private and 
public organizations.

• Prof. Marchev has been among the first members of ISAGA since it was 
founded and was member of the steering committee of ISAGA almost 
until 1990. He was also a member of EESAGA. Now he is establishing 
BASAGA in Bulgaria.



About the course

• Introduction course 

• Cookbook

• More of a personal philosophy than train-the-trainer course

• “Talking in prose”

• Experience exchange & discussions

• Somewhat of an agenda:
1. General concepts & principals

2. Students’ motivation

3. Best practices



Agenda 1

• The inevitable transition from scholasticism to a gamification

• The need for changing educational paradigms

• Active methods of learning

• Flipped classroom concepts



Scholasticism => Gaming Gen

• Marchev, Marchev (2008), “The inevitable transition from scholasticism to 
a gamification”

• A brief history of medium-based teaching approaches



Literacy in the Dark Ages - a scriptorium and scriptwriter working for 
years to produce a written book



Reproduction of the written word - copying and dictation in class 
(scholasticism)



WRITE!



The printing press turned the book into the first mass-produced product 
and at the same time the first production line.



Productivity of printing presses 1400 - 1850
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Typical classroom activity



READ!









Percentage of global population accessing the internet from 2005 to 
2021, by market maturity





Comparison of the volume of the two largest 
encyclopedias in the World



CLICK!



• Vernatsky



The face of “Epic win”



A parallel education?



10000 hours to mastery



Gaming context



Game

• “A game is a closed, formal system that engages players in a structured conflict, 
and resolves in an unequal outcome.”

Tracy Fullerton, Chris Swain and Steven Hoffman

• “A game is a series of meaningful choices”

Sid Meier

• “A game is a … domain of contrived contingency that generates interpretable 
outcomes.”

Thomas Mallaby

• “A game is a problem-solving activity, approached with a playful attitude.”

Jesse Schell

• „voluntarily overcoming unnecessary obstacles“

Bernard Suits (The Grasshopper)



Play

• “Play is the aimless expenditure of exuberant energy.”

Friedrich Schiller

• “Play is whatever is done spontaneously and for its own sake.”

George Santayana

• “…play creates a zone of proximal development of the child. In play 
a child always behaves beyond his average age.”

Lev Vygotsky

• “Play is free movement within a more rigid structure.”

Katie Salen & Eric Zimmerman



PLAY!



Changing educational paradigms



Shift happens

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbcMPGyPr8k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbcMPGyPr8k






Creative problem solving



Formal education’s objective

• to build the students as universal problem- solvers with enhanced 
leadership abilities and with an attitude for studying and applying the 
latest scientific achievements.

• to program competencies such as independence and responsibility, 
ability to manage complex activities, making decisions in complex 
conditions, under the influence of various interacting and difficult to 
predict factors



Changing educational paradigms

• Ken Robinson

• educational industry

• changing the form means to change the method



Sir Ken Robinson’s ideas on 
Changing educational paradigms
• https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_do_schools_kill_creativ

ity?language=bg

• https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_bring_on_the_learning
_revolution

• https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_how_to_escape_educa
tion_s_death_valley

• https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_changing_education_p
aradigms

https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_do_schools_kill_creativity?language=bg
https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_bring_on_the_learning_revolution
https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_how_to_escape_education_s_death_valley
https://www.ted.com/talks/sir_ken_robinson_changing_education_paradigms


Need for change

• "The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. 
The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with the 
occasion." (Abraham Lincoln) - I love that. Not rise to it, rise with it. 
"As our case is new, so we must think anew and act anew. We must 
disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our country." (Ken 
Robinson)

• "disenthrall" 

• easier said than done



The reality of educational industry

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2Hzd__Vqms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2Hzd__Vqms


The reality of educational industry
• “the difference between the task and achievement senses of verbs. You can be 

engaged in the activity of something, but not really be achieving it” 
• Teaching is a word like that. You can say, "There's Deborah, she's in room 34, 

she's teaching." But if nobody's learning anything, she may be engaged in the 
task of teaching but not actually fulfilling it. 

• The effects of the current culture has been to de-professionalize teachers. 
Teachers are the lifeblood of the success of schools. But teaching is a creative 
profession. Teaching, properly conceived, is not a delivery system. Great 
teachers do that, but what great teachers also do is mentor, stimulate, 
provoke, engage. You see, in the end, education is about learning. And people 
can spend an awful lot of time discussing education without ever discussing 
learning. 

• The role of a teacher is to facilitate learning. Part of the problem is that the 
dominant culture of education has come to focus on not teaching and 
learning



Changing the form means changing the method

• Human beings are naturally different and diverse

• Curiosity is the engine of achievement. If you can light the spark of 
curiosity, they will learn without any further assistance

• Education is not a mechanical system. It's a human system. 



“...a man plays only where he is a man in a full sense in this 

word and he is entirely a man only where he plays”

Friedrich Schiller – “Letters on 

aesthetic education of Man”

Active methods of learning



Active methods of learning
• Empowering the learner to be active party in the process of education

• Switching the motivational factor from the educator to the reference 
group

• Layers of content in small loops

• Learn by doing, intrinsic motivation



SKILLS

<=Narrow Transferable=>

Teaching 
particularities

Holistic method 
of teaching



MAIN FEATURES OF AM

• Teamwork

• Game mechanics

• Instructors’ team

• Integrative nature of AM



TEAMWORK

• Every participant in a team plays 
a certain role (say CEO,  Finance 
manager, etc.)

• Responsibility division

• Every team works out a set of 
agreed decisions, based on the 
business situation and intensive 
intragroup communications

• Autodidactic – spontaneous 
exchange of knowledge and skills 
between the team members, 
because of their various 
backgrounds and life experience







Game mechanics

• Instant feedback

• Game loops

• Collaborative environment

• Progress (sense of accomplishment)

• Motivation by success

• Meaningful choices

• Creative exploration

• Autodidactic discussions

• Express yourself

• Learn by doing

• Educational content & “pink” cover

• Hierarchy of goals











INSTRUCTORS’ TEAM

• Enforce the rules of the game

• Create a complex information environment 

• Simulate various subjects (assume various roles) such 
as public opinion, media flow, information sources, 
etc. 

• Love your job

• Maintain good rapport

• Respect as equal

• Improvise

• Infantilize (yourself and others)













INTEGRATING NATURE OF AM

• Integrating teaching material from 
different lectures, topics an subjects 

• Combining various pedagogical methods

• Bridging the real business life and “The 
World we live” (the game) – pedagogical 
schizophrenia

• Integrating research activities with 
decision making

• Developing decision skills
• Involving intellectual as well as emotional 

sphere
• Hedonistic element of the game (It is 

“fun”, “cool”)













Flipped classroom – concept

• Aims to increase student engagement and learning by having learners 
complete readings at home and work on live problem-solving during 
class time, with a mentor's guidance

• Active method of learning

• Currently requires digital content creation

• More personalized interaction with students



OUR SMALL MISSION (Marchev, Marchev, 2009)

• (a tiny bit of a much wider movement involving hundreds of 
universities and thousands of professors to Open Everything)

• PROVIDING:

• FREE ACCESS to quality teaching materials:

• for EVERYONE who wishes,

• from EVERYWHERE in the world,

• at ANY time of the day,

• on ALL conceivable topics -

• FREE OF CHARGE, FREE OF COPYRIGHTS, UNCONDITIONAL!



Genesis

• traditional lecture 
=> blended (web-enhanced lecture)
=> web-based self-study (MOOC) 
=> flipped (web-based self-study and classroom discussion)

• from Passive to Active
• from Sync to Async
• from Specialized particularities to Principles
• from Uniformity to Individualization
• from Learn-by-studying to Learn-by-doing



Pros Cons

• Integrating nature
• Learn by doing
• Very convenient for online and hybrid 

learning
• Stress on student-student and student-

teacher interactions
• Student-centered teaching
• Focusses on understanding the underlying 

rationale
• Encourages undertaking responsibility
• Curiosity / challenge driven focus in class
• Striving towards accomplishment and 

progression

• 'Digital divide’ (social price)
• Vast variance in absolute achievements for 

various students (relative progression is not 
typically marked)

• De-socialization
• To some extend listening to (video) lectures 

at home does not improve on the classic 
teaching (same challenges as traditional 
classrooms)

• Increased investment of time and effort 
(+funding?)

• Analogue teachers – digital students
• potential performance increase is not 

universal and is not a given
• No “algorithm”
• Duality - make it predictable process while 

needing to improvise in class



Goes well with…
• … peer instruction

• … mastery learning

• … adaptive learning

• … gamification

• … cooperative learning

• … inclusive classroom



Individualized curriculum
(the case of 42)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg7yBVLapZ0

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3sPdmCtytw

• (among other innovations)

• Autodidactic

• Individualized path to mastery

• Each student must master a topic before moving to 
the next one (instead of fixed budgeted time for every 
given topic)

• Docendo discimus

• A lot of mentorship hours for individualized tasks 
(especially for online education)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg7yBVLapZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3sPdmCtytw


Gamified classroom –
student motivation

Angel Marchev, Jr.



Agenda 2

• Importance

• Principles

• Elements

• Results



Importance: The war for classroom attention



Importance: Aesthetic experience



Importance: Positive rapport
• “harmonious relationship in which the 

people or groups concerned are "in sync" 
with each other, understand each other's 
feelings or ideas, and communicate 
smoothly.”

• Preparing the students to be wrong, 
means to prepare them to be creative 
problem solvers

• Start with a “bang”
• Also breaking (altering) the “us-them” 

mentality
• Own convention (be part of the club) 



Importance: outside of comfort zone

• Students should feel comforted 
to be outside of comfort zone



Importance: educational priorities

• Teaching principles >> Teaching facts

• Motivated students >> Order in class

• Self-organization >> Imposed structure



Popular critiques on the motivational aspects
• Individuals interested in a more problem-solving, hands-on form of learning are more 

likely to benefit from the flipped classroom, as it strays from a traditional lecture learning 
style. 

• The fear of having to "teach oneself", as in, having a lack of proper guidance from a 
designated instructor, leading to greater pressure on the student to study the content 
rigorously in order to perform well in the course

• Obtaining a greater amount of academic work to achieve success within the course, as a 
result of minimal guidance from an instructor

• The fear of obtaining a greater sense of confusion on topics discussed, which may 
correlate to the heavy focus on group discussion and problem-solving activities that a 
flipped classroom encourages

• It has been determined, through several conducted experiments, that certain aspects of 
the flipped classroom approach are more beneficial to students than others. 

• Students may be more likely to favor the flipped classroom approach once they have 
taken the time to personally participate in this specific type of learning course



PSYCHO ANALYSIS VS. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

“The interpretation of Dreams 
is the royal road to a knowledge 
of the unconscious activities of 
the mind” 
― Sigmund Freud

81



PSYCHO ANALYSIS VS. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

“The interpretation of Dreams 
is the royal road to a knowledge 
of the unconscious activities of 
the mind” 
― Sigmund Freud

82

The strongest reason for 
considering Freud a pseudo-
scientist is that he claimed to 
have tested – and thus to 
have provided the most 
cogent grounds for accepting 
– theories which are either 
untestable or even if testable 
had not been tested.
—Frank Cioffi



Positive reinforcement
• B. F. Skinner

• Harvard (since 1947)
• Mental state is unobservable, behavior is
• behavior is a consequence of environmental histories of reinforcement
• Behavior of Organisms (1938)
• Science and Human Behavior (1953)
• Schedules of Reinforcement (1957)

• Main contributions
• Operant conditioning (contrary to classical)
• Control of operant conditioning
• Explain complex behavior
• Positive reinforcement & free will
• Education implications

• Video:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtfQlkGwE2U

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9AVU79ThlA

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymkT_C_NWXw

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTXGAd1kpXY

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGazyH6fQQ4

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSv992Ts6as
83

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtfQlkGwE2U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9AVU79ThlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymkT_C_NWXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTXGAd1kpXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGazyH6fQQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSv992Ts6as
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Flow (Mihály Csíkszentmihályi)

• Clear goals
• Balance between perceived (expected) challenges and perceived 

(allowed) skills
• Clear and immediate feedback



Self-determination

• Extrinsic vs. Intrinsic

• Motivation through success



Specific features

• Sell them unique adventurous experience, a story

• Motivational switch from teachers to referents

• Each student has own path, own experience, but within teams 

• Motivational cycles



Motivational cycles - contextual



Motivational cycles - progressive



Motivational elements

• “Layered cake” course structure

• Grading method (Stimuli strategy) 

• Evaluating assignments

• Awarding ceremony (+general feedback on all assignments)

• Student feedback



“Layered cake” course structure

• “dry bread” layer of bread (theory, instructions),

• layer of cream (active form, game),

• new bread,

• new cream, etc.

• to the 'icing on the cake' ('Knijkov' day)



Grading method (Stimuli strategy) 

• Transparency

• Immediate feedback
• Consistency

• Relative vs. absolute scale

• Natural boundaries

• Positive reinforcement with small steps

• (Friendly) competition
• Multi-multi-criteria evaluation

• Clustering

• Converting from points to mark



Why we need relative boundaries?
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Why we need relative boundaries?
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Marking assignments

• Complexity of criteria: formal, contextual, extra criterion

• Comparative evaluation

• Several evaluators

• Descriptive statistical analysis (for transparency and quantitative 
feedback)

• Qualitive individualized feedback (even short)



Semantic network
• REGISTERED TEAMS 44

including

• DISBANDED 0

• NOT DELIVERED 5

• DELIVERED SEM. NETWORK 39

• DELAYED 0

• HIGHEST SCORE 18p. (S84)

• AVERAGE SCORE 10p.

• LOWEST SCORE 1 p.



“KNIJKOV” DAY

• TIME FOR DECISIONS!

• SOME ARE CRYING, OTHERS ARE LAUGHING!

• UNHAPPY UFO GOES TO 
THE EXAM!

• ZUBARS AND NORMALS 
GO TO PARTY!

BE ZUBARS, AT LEAST NORMALS, BUT NOT AN UFO!



Relation between the report and the game 
“Peanut butter”
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REVIEW OF THE COURSE SO FAR
• Average share of the final score

Game Stock control 
3%

Report Stock 
control 

6%
quest

6%

Sem net
12%

NRDA
4%

SWOT
8%

Peanut game
13%

Peanut report
19%

lateral thinking
3%

Staffing
8%

QuickQuiz
5%

final question
1%

TEST
12% additional

0%



FINAL RANKING
• SPECIAL AWARD “CAPITAL ZUBAR”:

• Dimitar Todev 131 p.

• Yolita Doncheva 130 p.

• Yoana Dimitrova 130 p.

• Evdokia Mikrenska 130 p.

• Miroslav Velkov 129 p.

• Vesel Nedkova 128 p.



Student motivation: Maslow hierarchy of needs



Student motivation: Motivational profile
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Student motivation: Motivational profile
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RESULTS FROM FEEDBACK

• Negative



RESULTS FROM FEEDBACK

• Positive



The “Business game” effect

60.32%
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Every student assignment is a proof for the 
Parkinson's Law



UFO Dynamics

Assignments in order
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Gamified classroom – Best 
practices

Angel Marchev, Jr.



Agenda 3:

• Communication process
• Syllabus
• Methodical unit: Simulation game
• Methodical unit: Video lecture
• Methodical unit: Assignment
• Current evaluation: Daily quiz
• Final evaluation: Exam
• Special methodical unit: Quest
• Examples
• Marchev & Marchev best practices



Communication process

• Onboarding – all channels to be  established ASAP
• Platform for synchronous communication (classes, sometimes includes 

learning resources)
• Studying resources - website, repository, video playlist
• Channel for asynchronous communication - preferably 100% public (forum, 

FB group, etc.), but some personal chat is optional
• Message boards - Leaderboard, Course schedule, Assignment submit

*regarding platforms:
• website (web 1.0) – for relatively unchangeable content
• Social platform (web 2.0) – interactivity for content creation
• Immersive platform (web 3.0) – interactivity for better real-time communication













Syllabus

• How to prepare a course? – methodical aspects (not technical, not 
contextual)

• Defining Teaching material

• Defining Chapters and appointing “doors” between them

• Defining Methodical units – synchronous & asynchronous

* Refer to the example class



“Layered cake” course structure

• “dry bread” layer of bread (theory, instructions),

• layer of cream (active form, game),

• new bread,

• new cream, etc.

• to the 'icing on the cake' ('Knijkov' day)



Syllabus checklist

1. Motivation

– Where would you derive value from encouraging behavior?

2. Meaningful Choices

– Are your target activities sufficiently interesting?

3. Structure

– Can the desired behaviors be modeled through algorithms?

4. Potential Conflicts

– Can the element avoid conflict with other motivational structures?



Syllabus nucleus structure

Story, visual style and all other means

of involving and immersing the player.

Plot

Limitations and structure

Rules

A set of actions, choices, and visual or

content elements through which the

learner interacts.

Playful mechanics

What would we like the learner to

learn or achieve?

Educational content



Individualized curriculum
(the case of 42)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg7yBVLapZ0

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3sPdmCtytw

• (among other innovations)

• Autodidactic

• Individualized path to mastery

• Each student must master a topic before moving to 
the next one (instead of fixed budgeted time for every 
given topic)

• Docendo discimus

• A lot of mentorship hours for individualized tasks 
(especially for online education)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg7yBVLapZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3sPdmCtytw


Methodical unit: Simulation game

• Teamwork

• Game mechanics

• Instructors’ team

• Integrative nature of AM



Methodical unit: Simulation game

Story, visual style and all other means

of involving and immersing the player.

Plot

Limitations and structure

Rules

A set of actions, choices, and visual or

content elements through which the

learner interacts.

Playful mechanics

What would we like the learner to

learn or achieve?

Educational content



Game mechanics

• Instant feedback

• Game loops

• Collaborative environment

• Progress (sense of accomplishment)

• Motivation by success

• Meaningful choices

• Creative exploration

• Autodidactic discussions

• Express yourself

• Learn by doing

• Educational content & “pink” cover

• Hierarchy of goals



Video lecture (Async mode)

• Recommended recording soft – OBS (but many other possible)

• Cut down in distinct topics
• Multiple channels of presentation

• Diverse media

• as animate as possible (Explorables for interactivity - https://explorabl.es/) 

• maybe through live lecture recording – but needs some attention

• The “perfect” look doesn’t exist

• Lighting, camera position
• Playlists

• If needed – edit with some free encoder (i.e. VLC)

• Be careful with the desktop sound!

https://explorabl.es/


Assignment

• Illustrated as much as possible

• Weakly structured, open-ended
• Strict deadline

• Research-bound

• Individualizable

• Instructions, with theoretical overview, tasks, criteria, example solutions

• If it is a calculative task – automate the evaluation or the registration:
• Google forms
• Choice eliminator
• Copy Down
• Form Mule
• Import range
• Pivot

*Refer to the attached example assignment



General conclusions
from the assignments



y = 4.0168e0.1367x

R² = 0.1551
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Daily quiz

• In class engagement

• Attention / absenteeism vehicle

• Immediate feedback for learning effect

• phones are a resource in class

• Drop by drop makes a pool (how to replace examination test)

• Many ways, but easiest is:
• Google forms

• Make a quiz

• Bitly.com



Online exam

• Open book exam – mini-cases instead of textbook knowledge

• Why should you prefer open questions for online exam?

• Testing as means to learning

• How to generate test questions?

• How to organize examination test online?

• How to analyze examination test online?



in-person On-linе

• Electronic (in computer hall)

• Approximate, but dense scheduling for arrival

• Principle oriented (mini-cases)

• Individualized

• Open-book (everyone has access to Internet and own materials)

• KPI: power (as in physics) learned – e. g. 50 closed questions for 60

minutes

• Strict timing

• Immediate feedback

• Many date options for exam

• Every published question is lost

• Scheme for easy/automatized question generation

• Scheme for easy/automatized test variant compilation

• Front-end with real-time analytics and easy replacement of the test

• Open questions w/ 100 symbols limit (also the limit is an anti-

copy/paste measure)

• 50 questions (or even more) for 60 minutes to decrease Google time

• Coordination is a must, but the capacity is practically limitless

• Reduce the number of options for exam (so less questions are lost) –

scheduling of examinations

• Special procedure for pre-registration

• Pre-test for basic skills on testing (interface, good practices, technical

risks), which serves also as a declaration of knowing the rules

• Open audio/chat channels during the exam for questions

• Copy/paste answers (the one remarkably similar) are disregarded

• In essence the exam is even harder



Quest?

• Pedagogical method with game tone, in which the participants solve a 
set of tasks of various forms, content and location



Quest
• Competitive nature (evaluation system)

• Lack of process control (self-organization, but good 
preparation)

• Multiple tasks (small, executable steps)

• Multiple locations (outside the classroom, online)

• Motivation through success (the feeling of a discoverer)

• Activation, adaptability and executiveness
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Quest for first year students

• Ice breaker & teamwork

• Orientation in the building of UNWE

• Introduction to the administration

• Active information about the learning process and additional 
opportunities

• Orientation in Student City, Sofia

• General knowledge

• Activation

• (“WHERE IS THE LEARNING CONTENT?!?”)



Other examples:

• SOACS (gather.town space – immersive platform)
• MPU (automation of task processing)
• DIU (educational simulations)
• MIB (Team-specific assignments under mentorship)
• OU (tech-demanding team assignments with mentorship)
• OU (orientational quest)
• PhD sedenka (individual research together in one space with discussions)
• SQL (online tool for exercise & experiment))
• FPI (financial simulations)
• MP (prepare theoretical essay with mentorship)



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The 

inevitable transition from 
scholasticism to a game approach”, 

2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Educator attitude

• Passive / Fixed

• Dictator

• Influence the space

• Hearths & minds

• Move around

• Physical contact

• Intriguing / engaging

• Freedom of choice

• Positive rapport

• Empty space

• Fixed



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable 

transition from scholasticism to a game 
approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Onboarding

• --------

(maybe show/sell ‘The Textbook’)

• Purposeful effort from the first minute

• Start with a bang

• Present Knijkov Day as a goal (memories 

from the future)

• Set the bar

• ‘Grafik’, Leaderboard, Communication 

spaces

• The two laws university education

• A lot more effort

• Not necessary start with a bang



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable 

transition from scholasticism to a game 
approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

The lecture

• Typically dictating

• Or PPT re-writing

• Storytelling with multimedia elements

• Stress on interaction with students 

(including physical)

• Accessible repositories with teaching 

materials

• The “Layered Cake” approach

• Multiple channels of presentation 

(video/text/image… but also multiple 

presenters)

• Diversity of media (OpenSim/Virbella, 

Pixelplace, MS Teams, Forms, etc.)

• Synchronous mode + Flipped classroom

• Video recordings playlist available

• Need to balance online freedoms with 

limitations (risk of vandals)

• Daily quizzes to replace one big final test 



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable transition 

from scholasticism to a game approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Seminars / assignments

• Not too many or not at all

• Often the task is repetitive and/or repeating the 

lectures (‘for homework’)

• Often not integrated in the educational process

• Multitudes (10-20 assignments for every 

student/team)

• Main tasks and background tasks for time 

intensification

• Wide choice of possibilities (both for freedom of 

choice, and for task individualization)

• Creative with research orientation

• In teams (alternating every time)

• Competition

• Rule for self-control by team members

• Self-organized or appointed teams

• In-class assignments/games for learn-by-doing (but 

also for engagement and diversify the activities)

• Strict-ish Deadlines

• Procedure for delivery

• Obligatory means of interactions among 

students…

• … but also leaving them to self-organize their 

own communicational protocols

• Automated team registration

• Stricter procedure for online submission 

including strict-strict deadlines

• Fully automated process of solution 

submission and evaluation

• Less assignments are suitable for teamwork

• Mostly Asynchronous mode



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable 

transition from scholasticism to a game 
approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Office hours

• Only by schedule, if at all… • Appointing wide-spread times of many 

contact hours

• Aggregating as many as possible teams on 

one place

• Work with any team until they run out of 

questions

• Progress related questions

• Checkpoints throughout the semester 

(with bonus points)

• Increased online presence (incl. video 

conference)

• Practically every day, whole day

• Topical organization

• Multiple channels (e.g. people)



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable 

transition from scholasticism to a game 
approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Business games

• -------- • Teamwork (autodidactic)

• Computer simulation models (internalities

/externalities)

• Instructors’ team (Scenario + Complex and

diverse informational environment), data

processing

• Combining various pedagogical methods

• Integrative nature (across subjects, best

practices, emotional/intellectual aspects)

• Computerization and Internet – internet

blended

• Back office is well established – workflows,

roles, supporting materials, etc.

• Managerial report

• Full web layer on top of the game

• Appointed team forming to promote
autodidactic

• Team registration procedure (much more
complicated)

• Per team communication channel

• Teams self-organize their own
communicational protocols

• Open-scenario simulation model is a
must

• Data processing done by teams (better
documentation + more effort on
instructions)

• Effort for diversity of informational
channels

• Back office yet to be organized



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable transition from 

scholasticism to a game approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Examination / theoretical test

• Facts oriented

• 20-25 closed questions

• Conducting the test requires “military” operation

• Paper (or even open question) exam

• 2-4 variants of the test (best kept secret)

• Approximate times

• Delayed feedback

• Electronic (in computer hall, but not the UNWE

exam center)

• Approximate, but dense scheduling

• Principle oriented (mini-cases)

• Individualized

• Open-book (everyone has access to Internet and

own materials)

• KPI: power (as in physics) learned – e.g. 50 closed

questions for 60 minutes

• Strict timing

• Immediate feedback

• Many date options for exam

• Every published question is lost

• Scheme for easy/automatized question generation

• Scheme for easy/automatized test variant compilation

• Front-end with real-time analytics and easy replacement of
the test

• Open questions w/ 100 symbols limit (also the limit is an anti-
copy/paste measure)

• 50 questions (or even more) for 60 minutes to decrease
Google time

• Coordination is a must, but the capacity is practically limitless

• Reduce the number of options for exam (so less questions are
lost) – scheduling of examinations

• Special procedure for pre-registration

• Pre-test for basic skills on testing (interface, good practices,
technical risks), which serves also as a declaration of knowing
the rules

• Open audio/chat channels during the exam for questions

• Copy/paste answers (the one remarkably similar) are
disregarded

• In essence the exam is even harder



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable transition from 

scholasticism to a game approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Grading

• Examination/test makes 80% to 100% of the mark

• Not enough variety in aspects and criteria

• Not enough explanation (some subjectivity)

• Absolute (as opposed to relative) grading, or even straight 5

scale marking w/o any stat analysis

• Positive reinforcement

• Points system of marking

• Small steps, immediate feedback

• Gamification of every assignment and of the whole process

• Multi-criteria for every assignment

• Competition

• Relative marking (ECTS)

• Switch to 5 scale in the last possible moment

• Natural boundaries for pass marks, absolute boundary for fail/pass

• The “normal” students are exempt from exam (but they have

covered enough theoretical and also practical material)

• On some occasions may be peer-review, and on many occasions, it

is tutor-review

• (same)



Scholastic
(as from Marchev-Marchev, “The inevitable 

transition from scholasticism to a game 
approach”, 2011)

Marchev & Marchev in-person
(well established best practices)

Marchev & Marchev Online
(additional to in-person)

Recap/debrief/feedback

• No (or almost no) debrief for students

• No feedback from students

• Qualitative and quantitative feedback at

every possible step

• General feedback at the end before

Knijkov day

• “Knijkov” Day Ceremony

• Full review of the many achievements

throughout the semester

• Motivation through success in front of the

peers (4
th

level of Maslow)

• Special Awards (unique T-shirt & Signed

certificates) for the best zubars

• Photo with the zubars

• Digital certificates – authorized by us, and

usable


